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About This Game

A Bomberman-inspired Spaghetti Western action game with rogue-like elements.

Visit the BOMBSLINGER website here.

Wear the poncho of the Bombslinger, a former ruthless bandit turned rancher, as he sets out on a journey to avenge the brutal
murder of his wife.

Bomb your way through hordes of enemies, defeat your former posse and get to the final showdown with its leader, the
Gunslinger.

Bombslinger Features

Explosive Bomberman-inspired single and multi-player gameplay

Procedurally generated levels and tons of items make each play unique
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4-player battle mode and AI bots for classic local multiplayer action

Want to share your thoughts on Bombslinger?! Join us on the Community page.
Visit the BOMBSLINGER website here.
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funny and for free :D. The game is a little dizzying and is not consistent. Navigation is a nightmare for me! It has a lot of
potential but could use more work on storyline and spinning graphical designs.. Thought I was getting into a game about
divination or astronomy. Instead, I've ended up collecting strands of hair.. Tl;DR: Heart and Slash is an unfinished roguelike
with ambiguously ambitious goals that it fails to meet, alongside generally having clumsy execution in most avenues. I don't
think most people will get much value from it.

Heart and Slash looked really promising to me when I checked it out on the steam page a year or so ago and it'd been on my
wishlist for a while before I eventually picked it up this last winter.

Unfortunately I was let down in almost every way. The attack animations of every weapon tend to feel incredibly stiff and
paradoxically easy to whiff due to the game's lack of lock on or strafe functionality. Running, in contrast, feels really fluid and
fast, allowing for a ton of easy backtracking (something you'll be doing a lot of due to randomized room layouts), making the
game overall feel clunky and unballanced. When half your movements work one way and the rest move another way, it's hard to
develop a good feeling gameplay flow.

There aren't very many levels or bosses at all, but the ones that are here are fairly poorly fleshed out and don't live up to the
hype of Randomized room layouts (a feature I'm not entirely sure would've benefited the title from the get go).
Most enemies are entirely incapable of attacking you (on their own) in many contexts, but in later levels they're capable of
swarming you, which never feels good to lose to when paired with stiff and awkward attack animations.

What little writing there is feels very amateur, a common trait of many kickstarter projects I've had bad experiences with in the
past (Children of Zodiarcs \/ Nelo come to mind), further cutting into my impression of the game. It's hard to take your
characters or setting seriously when even you're incapable of doing so without shoehorning in bizarre dev references
masquerading as "quirky item descriptions" or plodding back and forth dialogue defined by reddit-tier robot jokes.

Lastly, my biggest gripe is that every runthrough of the game lasting till level 4, the level I presume to be the final level given
lack of information about the game online and it being the level hinted as being a big deal in-game, takes around half an hour.
Every Single Run takes AT LEAST THIRTY MINUTES if you're not a speedrunner, often times yeilding nothing other than
EXP for your next run (at best). That left me with a sense of wasted time.

Heart and Slash isn't fun, and is infatuated with it's own gimmick to the detriment of it's overall quality.

That being said, I hope the developers do their best to move past these failings on their next project, as I do see a lot of potential
in their work. All Art assets in the game are pretty well polished and visually appealing, and though attack animations have their
issues, at the very least it's easy to understand where the developers were coming from. I can appreciate a dark souls reference
or two.

Good luck AHFOG.. Short words: I owe many games and that was the only one, that I want to return.. NIGHT OF THE
MUTANT ZOMBIE CHICKENS IS UPON US!!----So far this Game is exactly as advertised! a lot of fun for FNAF fans. and a
great parody \/ tribute. I like the Patrick Warburton styled voice acting and SCI FI setting. best of all is the jump scares WILL
scare you. :) and the EVIL mutant chickens are some of the most hilariously freaky creatures I have seen yet. Never thought the
sound of clucking in the dark could be so fear inducing!

  Knowing that this is just a tiny part of a larger upcoming adventure game by two classic video game veterans makes it a valued
part of my collection, their trade mark humor is felt a lot in the dialog and even the very premise is very in line with classic
Crowe\/Murphy humor.

Thanks for the fun playable teaser you guys! very happy to hear you are still making games! :)
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This game is too hype for words.

Play it.

Slice your friends in half.. This is a nice game. I purchased it based on my memories of reading these mysteries as a child (that
and the Hardy Boys mysteries). This is true to those stories, and allows you to solve the case as Nancy Drew. It is meant for
younger audiences, but still can be fun for adults, or those twinged by nostalgia.

As the first of the Nancy Drew games, this is a good intro to the series as a whole.. The game itself is kinda neglected by the
developers (as they update once in a year), but god, that soundtrack though.. My favorite! This is the Best DLC!. This is a bug
infested turd just like their first game!No doubt they'll leave it like that too just like their first game!Lesson learned...i'll never
purchase anything from them again!DO NOT BUY!!!. Ah C'mon,
Who made this game?
This is so cool, it's crazy, why not remake it in to 3D Game?

C'mon guys, play this game and guess who killed the red's mother, :o. How do I play the DLC? The beginning screen still shows
the +1 and not the haunt fall. Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered version of one of the first games in the series so
don't expect too much from it. If it's only a couple bucks and you want to say you've played them all, you might as well. I'm not
upset having bought the game and spent a good night on it, but it all depends what you expect from the game.
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